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Preface
When l started my journey, l didn’t plan on writing a book or
creating this process. I was sick for a long time, and Western
medicine wasn’t working, so I went on a journey to look for
answers. It started with alternative healing, which eventually
led to the saints and ashrams of India over a ten-year period.
In this book, I want to share some of the great insights and
observations from this journey, what I learned based on my
healings and working with thousands of clients. The causes of
life’s challenges are found deep in the subconscious.
Throughout the chapters, I will use the metaphor of “layers of
an onion” when referring to the subconscious. Learning to
work with the layers within the subconscious with the heart is
the

key

to

unlocking

challenges

and

difficulties

in

relationships, physical health, finances, etc.
I will give you a framework based on my workshop teachings
and private sessions, as well as the many questions I have
been asked. This book is designed to give you a bigger
perspective for understanding the source of your problems.
You may need to read it several times to digest everything,
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and you may also need to use the process and techniques
over a longer period of time to get the full essence of this
work. This is not a book to quickly read and forget. I hope you
apply the book’s techniques over at least a three-month
period. If you can commit to applying what you’ve learned for
two years, you will gain massive positive shifts in your life and
undergo immeasurable personal transformation.
One key motivation for writing this book is to share what I’ve
learned and help many people reduce their sufferings and
solve their challenges. It is for both the novice and the
advanced practitioner with decades of experiences. This is
really a path for those with a deep passion for working on
themselves.
This is not a traditional Western psychology book. It is more
about the application of Eastern holistic approaches from
China and India along with some Western methodology to
transform sufferings. The techniques in the Heart Wisdom
Process are simplified so that everybody can use them:
beginners and even practitioners with professional practices.
Reading the book in sequence is recommended, as it is
important to understand the individual chapters in order to
grasp the bigger picture. If you don't follow the chapters in the
order laid out, you might not be able to understand the ideas
in later chapters, which are built on the ideas and techniques
of earlier ones.
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In the first part of the book, I share insights about the nature
of healing, the healing process, and its relationship to the
Heart Wisdom Process.
Then, in the following chapters, I share information about the
deeper roots of the causes of your life challenges. When you
have a clear understanding of those roots, you can see the
parts of your life about which you've been unconscious of.
Most of the deeper roots of pain are held in the subconscious,
and that’s why it’s important to have knowledge about the
subconscious and its relationship to the ego.
After having enough information and a framework of the
causes of suffering, you can start practicing and applying the
Heart Wisdom process.
I want to express my heartfelt gratitude to the sages in my life,
teachers such as Amma Karunamayi, Hugging Amma,
Ramana Maharshi, and others, for their support and
knowledge on this journey.
I would particularly like to thank my partner, Sevinc Chelebi,
who spent hours helping me put this book together. Actually,
it was through her inspiration that I wrote this book, finally
getting it done so that the teachings within it can be made
available to many people.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
I would best describe myself as a student of life and a big fan
of self-help, self-development, self-discovery, self-realization,
and anything to improve the journey of the Self. I can still
remember listening to cassette tapes for programming the
subconscious mind in grade school and high school and then
to then newly popular Tony Robbins about modeling human
excellence using NLP. After college in late 1990s, I was trained
in NLP and hypnosis and noticed that these techniques can
help make people make significant personal shifts, eliminating
fears and phobias and entering into high emotional states.
These experiences fueled my desires to be some type of
executive consultant or life coach, hoping to help others make
positive changes to their lives.
It was not until 2006, when I became sick, that I started looking
again for such answers. My sickness led me on a journey to
find alternative ways of healing, one in which I traveled around
the world. I spent a small fortune on numerous training and
healing sessions from top teachers of both Eastern and
5

Western practices. With each session, my chronic conditions
became incrementally better.
As I was healing, I discovered that applying alternative healing
techniques and working with intuition came easily and naturally
for me. Repeatedly at trainings, other practitioners with many
years of experience would tell me they were struggling to apply
the basic teachings and connect with their intuition, while I
rarely was mentally stuck. I seemed to just absorb and learn
the teachings by osmosis, energetically, while others were
mentally frustrated trying to learn intuition and healing with their
left brain instead of just trusting that they were getting the right
information downloaded from universal intelligence. This
struggle is especially true for very left-brained people, and my
programs are designed to help such people get connected to
the right brain and feelings by working through subconscious
blocks. When blocks are released, these people learn to trust
their intuition deeply, and learning becomes very easy.
After receiving feedback from others, and because alternative
practices seemed so natural and easy for me, I started a
professional consulting and training business called Chinese
Energetics. Clients from around world would find me on
YouTube, where I have numerous demos giving tips on how to
quickly relieve various physical pains and other life issues
ranging from fears, phobias, anxiety, worries, etc. This resulted
in invitations to teach seminars around the world.
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Part 1
Nature of Healing and the Heart
Wisdom Process
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Chapter 2
What is the Heart Wisdom Process?
Heart Wisdom Process
1. Awareness and knowledge of suffering, subconscious,
and ego
2. Self-inquiry
3. Intuitive testing
4. Working with nine types of suffering
5. Personal transformation in the initial six-month period
or two-year mastery period

Self-Inquiry
HWP applies the question “Who am l?” along with other
specific questions to allow you to let go of the conditioning
held in your subconscious.

Nine types of suffering
We identified nine layers of suffering in the human condition
that are found in the subconscious. Working through and
letting go of them can resolve most life challenges.
9

Intuitive Testing
Learn to apply intuitive testing related to the nine layers
of subconscious conditioning.

Personal Experience of Releasing Layers
You must work through your layers of conditioning,
experiencing and releasing them, to gain personal insight into
your own subconscious.
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Chapter 3
Beginning of the Heart Wisdom Process
Opening the Heart with Amma
Fast forwarding, I worked directly with probably a few thousand
clients via sessions, workshops, and trade shows. Often times,
I would get the feedback from clients that my work was very
good but it seemed like my heart was closed. Those comments
hurt, and I could not figure out why they were saying such a
thing.
In 2012, the answer started to come, and perhaps it was a
prelude of the Heart Wisdom Process. I received a blessing in
the form of a hug from a humanitarian called Amma, also
known as the “hugging saint.” Each year, she gives millions of
hugs to people to help bless them and relieve their suffering.
She is known as a modern-day saint and incarnation of the
divine mother, like Jesus’s mother Mary, Our Lady of
Guadalupe, Quan Ying, etc. After this initial hug, my
relationships and perspectives started to shift significantly.
This led me to attend more programs and retreats with Amma.
During one retreat, I spoke to a volunteer from her ashram.
11

She was a sanyasi, which means a person who is renouncing
living in the modern world and whose life is spent in an ashram
in self- less service, meditation, yoga, and other practices for
enlightenment. I asked her, “Why are you not wearing white?”
Her response was “Amma asked volunteers to wear colors and
normal clothes so newcomers don’t see us as a cult, which
might make their hearts close.” This message really sank in
deeply, and I started to reflect on my own life. “In what areas of
my life are my heart closed?”
This was the beginning of a journey of reflecting about all the
people with whom I’d crossed paths – the people I didn’t get
along with and who I felt had hurt, betrayed, and rejected me,
the people and situations that I was angry about and from
whom I’d wanted to avoid or protect myself. I started sitting in
meditation and opened myself to unprocessed feelings of
heaviness, anger, and other uncomfortable emotions. That
summer, and for months after, I sat and reflected, really
connecting to my heart and being present to hurt feelings, and
then the tears came forth. This was only the beginning for
unraveling the layers of the onion of the subconscious. In
Chapter 8, I will talk more about the significance of these saints
and about working with the subconscious.
This self-reflection and opening of my heart
beginning of the Heart Wisdom Process.
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was

just

Complete Exercise for Opening the Heart
1. Ask yourself: “What areas of life are my heart closed to?”
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________

2. Look at the list of people who have hurt and betrayed you
and pay attention to your feelings. Ask yourself, “When I
see them, do I want to avoid them? Do I have
uncomfortable feelings that come up? Do I need to protect
myself?” If the answer is yes, you have unprocessed
feelings to work through.
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
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3. While sitting, play movies in your mind of past experiences
with these people. As you experience the events again,
notice if you have uncomfortable feelings. If you do, then
you have some work to do.
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________

4. Later, after you have read the other chapters, come back to
this exercise and apply the HWP to those past experiences.
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
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Chapter 4
What is the Problem?
You can think

of

the unprocessed conditioning

and

programming as “trash” held as layers of subtle energy in the
subconscious. When we don’t take out the “trash,” the
garbage rots and causes all kind of problems to health,
relationships, finances, unhappiness, etc. The problem is that
most people have never been educated to take out the “trash”
from mind and body until they have a major crisis in the form
of physical illness, divorce, loss of a loved one, or some other
immensely

painful

experience.

Today’s

society

puts

significant value on the intellect and mind but does not
emphasize connecting to your intuitive feelings and living from
the heart. Due to suffering, people have been conditioned to
avoid and suppress their feelings instead of learning to
process them through the heart. This means that we need to
connect to all of our feelings and learn to become vulnerable
to fully experience emotions instead of pushing them down
into the subconscious. We have been conditioned for a long
time to avoid and suppress feelings to maintain a certain
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image, so learning to live differently, training yourself to
process feelings through the heart, will take some time.
The deepest unprocessed conditioning is related to early life
experiences connected to childhood or the suffering of
parents that is passed on to you as their descendent. The life
experiences are still held as “feelings” related to trauma, grief,
anger, or other sorrows, and are connected to forgotten
memories. All these experiences contain unprocessed energy
held in the body, or “trash.” These unprocessed sorrows will
drain the body and make it highly inefficient. When you have
subconscious memories of life that have not been processed,
you will have downstream symptoms such as physical pain,
negative beliefs about the world, or even low energy. You
have low energy because the subconscious' deep roots are
draining your energy away.
The accumulation of suppressed energies in the subconscious
will eventually cause the mind-body-spirit system to break
down. You can think of a new computer with new RAM and
hard drive versus a used computer filled with unnecessary files
never deleted. Eventually, unnecessary programs will overload
the memory, causing inefficiency, and eventually the computer
will crash. The same thing happens in life with the mind-bodyspirit system. The breakdowns of life are failures in
relationships, chronic health issues, loss of finances, etc.
These are downstream effects of unresolved experiences in
the subconscious.
16

If you don’t resolve those experiences, then life will tend to
repeat itself until you learn those lessons, as show in the flow
diagram below. You may continue to repeat mistakes in
business, attract the same types of relationships, and
continue to experience physical suffering until you process
the deeper subconscious issues.

What Are the “Layers of the Onion”?
The “layers of the onion” really refers to the experiences of life
that become layers of the subconscious or layers of the
human ego. Even before birth, your subconscious mind and
body are absorbing every single life experience and
continuously adding to the existing layers. You are absorbing
the experiences from the environment that you are born into,
which includes all the influences and programming of parents,
ancestors, family, friends, the collective, society, and others.
These experiences form your stories, beliefs, attitudes, and
behaviors that dictate how you respond to life. These
experiences are held in your mind, or ego, and are held in the
body as subtle energy: “layers of the onion.”
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Regarding the layers, the surface layer is downstream of the
river, while the deepest layer is upstream. If you can work on
upstream causes of suffering, then the downstream issues
and symptoms will be addressed on a more permanent basis.
HWP works by starting on downstream symptoms or effects
and efficiently rolling back the layers until we get to the
deepest issues. Sometimes the deepest roots can be so
unconscious that the body and ego have been avoiding the
pain and suffering for a long time. Because of the fear of
suffering, they just won’t go there until enough of the
downstream issues are addressed and resolved.
HWP has the capacity to address both upstream and
downstream together, relieving downstream symptoms while
working through upstream causes.
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Chapter 5
What Is the Solution?
The answer is simple –take out the “trash”!
We connect to subconscious feelings and release the layers
through the energetic heart, the most powerful neutralizing
organ for processing and dumping the “trash.” To solve the
problems, we need get to the insights held in the deepest
layers.
From working with thousands of clients, I observed that there
are nine common types of “trash.” To take out the “trash,” you
communicate to the subconscious with simple self-inquiry.
This self-inquiry applies an Eastern healing framework called
the Heart Wisdom Process.
We actually take out the surface layer of “trash” first. Then we
can get the middle layers and eventually the deepest layers.
This is how it works with the subconscious. And especially for
the ego, if it has incurred a lot of suffering, it will not go to the
deepest layers immediately because it does not feel safe.
Often times, we must first work with the hurt ego of the adult,
19

and when it feels safe enough, then we can work with child’s
hurt feelings. Sometimes people have deep experiences of
suffering going way back to before birth, to infancy, and to
early childhood that are related to experiences of not being
cared for, or of being abused, etc.
The surface layers consist of physical symptoms and
momentary judgments, emotional responses, and general
beliefs about life. But the medium layers may be surrounded
by recent experiences of life that have not yet been
processed, such as those relating to recent experiences of
heartbreak and disappointment with current life relationships.
The deepest layers can often be connected to pre-birth and
early childhood experiences. Inner-child work often deals with
the deepest primordial fears, the need for safety, or a series
of life experiences. As you peel back the layers that are deep
enough, you will be able to start to deal with your relationship
to existence and the meaning of life.
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Chapter 6
Aim of the Heart Wisdom Process
The aim of this book is to help you become aware of the
causes behind your life challenges, roots of suffering, and to
give you a process for working with your subconscious and
deepen your journey of introspection.
For practitioners, I encourage you to apply the practices on
yourself first before applying them to clients. Being able to go
deeply within your own subconscious will give you deep
insights for helping others. Each and every day, I continue to
apply this process, and I find deeper understanding about life.
If you don’t do the work on yourself, you will not know the
potential of this process and that of your own heart. Initially,
after between one to three months, you will open a lot of doors
to the subconscious, and it may be uncomfortable at first
because hidden emotions, beliefs, and other long-buried issues
that have been unconscious will finally become conscious. This
is a detoxing period and can be difficult.
The much bigger, long-term aim is to train adults to develop
awareness of their hearts, connect to intuition, and process
21

subconscious feelings instead of suppressing and avoiding.
This was the normal way of living in ancient times, but modern
society has lost perspective, and people are now living out of
balance with nature. For most people, it will take between six
months and up to two years of regularly applying these
practices to their lives to return to your true self because the
modern world has conditioned many to maintain a strong and
powerful image instead of being vulnerable and dealing with
the pain hidden in their subconscious. In a later chapter, I talk
about “triggers,” and if you have adopted the way of living put
forth in this book and develop the awareness to work through
your triggers, you will find the answers to the problems that
block you from good health, success, and happiness.

Who is this for?
The Heart Wisdom Process can be applied universally
by anyone seeking help with these areas:
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•

Health

•

Relationships

•

Wealth

•

Career and Purpose

•

Performance

•

Personal Happiness

•

Spiritual Growth

•

Professional and Healing Skills

This work is for everyone who loves self-development. It is
for novices looking for immediate help and for those who
have been on the journey for decades. It is also designed
for beginners and for advanced practitioners looking
to continuously development their life skills and help their
clients. No matter what skill level you are, you can find
infinite ways to get better at your craft. I was an advanced
practitioner for a number of years, but I still had to work
through a number of unconscious blocks, and then my life
and professional skills improved exponentially.
In short, this book is for anyone:
•

Who is looking for answers for their repeating life
challenges.

•

Who is interested in self-healing.

•

Who is interested in Eastern healing modalities.

•

Who wants to support others, both family and friends.

•

Who is a therapist, consultant, coach, doctor, or
alternative practitioner.
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Chapter 7
What Is This Book Going to Accomplish?
My aim is to share my practices with people who want to learn
a new way of living life, who want to process their feelings
instead of avoiding or suppressing them with different external
experiences.
I encourage you to learn the steps, practicing the exercises of
this book, in order to have a clearer understanding of the
process. This book was created to help you bring your
subconscious patterns up to the conscious level and let them
go by using the steps I present here, which is called the Heart
Wisdom Process.
With this book, you will:
•

Develop awareness to understand the causes of
suffering.

•

Practice simple and powerful techniques to let them
go.

•

Practice intuitive testing.

•

Work with the nine common types of suffering:
25

o

Work with five types of suffering by applying
knowledge from traditional Chinese medicine.

o

Work with four types of suffering by applying
knowledge of chakras from yoga teachings.
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Chapter 8
Differences Between the Heart Wisdom
Process and Other Self-help Programs
Many self-help and other healing techniques are centered
around offering immediate relief to feel better for many
surface - level symptoms. We live in a modern society that
does not seem to value patience. We have been conditioned
to be in an “instant” culture for everything, without delving into
the deeper causes. My Chinese Energetics courses teach my
best techniques derived from multiple healing systems that
offer immediate pain, stress, and emotional relief. Although
they are highly effective for relieving suffering, they have a
limit. When you find a limitation with your techniques, then
you need to look deeper.
HWP is a framework and process for letting go and releasing.
It is a subtraction process, subtracting layers from the ego,
while others are addition experiences, adding layers to the
ego. You will be losing layers of your ego in the form of
stories, beliefs, emotions, attachments, aversions, reactions,
etc.
27

Other self-help and healing methods are well intentioned, but
many

are

adding

affirmations,

new

beliefs,

coping

mechanisms, strategies, or even adding energy into the
subconscious. If you have not taken out the “trash” and you
add more “stuff” on top of old suffering, then the subconscious
becomes more cluttered and confused. For example, if there
is a deep wound from childhood and if you do affirmations or
work to change beliefs by telling yourself, “I am powerful…
confident…successful,” what usually happens is that you
might feel good and get an emotional high temporarily, but
those good feelings dissipate because the old trash is still
draining you. Many self-help methods distract people’s minds
from actually dealing with the subconscious, instead making
people focus on something else to avoid processing
suppressed negative feelings that need to be processed
through the heart and neutralized.
The difference between the Heart Wisdom Process and other
self-help processes or techniques is that it is mainly focused
on “de-layering” the ego rather than adding to it. De-layering
means releasing the layers of subconscious energies with the
heart instead of adding energies via more stories, techniques,
affirmations, etc.
Many self-help methods involve mental strategies and coping
mechanisms. Lots of them are done at the mind level, by
shifting of beliefs.
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While, you can mentally shift the belief or use an affirmation,
if you don't get access to the energy behind the belief, behind
your story of life, and process it through the heart, then the
original source of the wound, of hurt feelings or sorrows,
never gets processed and you remain the way you were
before you started.
Other techniques can make you temporarily feel better
because your mind is distracting itself. But the source of
suffering, the energy that creates negative beliefs in your
mind, never gets released. You must get to the source of the
suffering to finally achieve real results.
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Chapter 9
Background of the Heart Wisdom Process
For the last four years, I have been spending time in India
with saints like Hugging Amma and Amma Karunamayi.
When you spend time with the saints or holy people, teachers
like that, they actually hold a very high spiritual vibration.
Their spiritual energy is very strong. When you are in the
presence of these people, who have been meditating for
years and are highly self-realized, their spiritual energies
actually help you to bring up the deeper subconscious
patterns in yourself and let them go.
When spending time with these teachers, their spiritual
energies bring up a lot of subconscious conditionings that you
forgot about it. These conditionings are like different layers of
the onion and explain why you are the way you are. Being in
the presence of such teachers, spending time with them,
brings lots of subconscious patterns up to the surface.
Sometimes it is possible to experience pain before you let
these patterns go. This is the nature of healing. First, you
bring up all the conditionings you have experienced and then
31

you let them go. During this period, you can experience a lot
of emotional or physical detoxing.
The self-inquiry process discussed in the technique chapters
was developed through chanting the Gayatri Mantra. Usually,
at ashrams, the gurus would give students a japa mantra
practice. It serves the purpose of activating spiritual energies
and reducing the thoughts in the mind. Those who have
devoted significant time to the mantra practices can receive
personal, worldly, and spiritual benefits. It was after reading
Amma Karunamayi’s book, The Secrets of Gayatri Mantra
Revealed, that I took on this practice. From repetitively
chanting this mantra for a few years, the insights of selfhealing and processing subconscious conditioning were
revealed or downloaded to me.
It was the combination of a series of key lessons learned from
the darshans of Hugging Amma, mantra teaching and
meditation practices of Amma Karunamayi, and jnana yoga
teaching of Ramana Maharshi, plus instruction from Eastern
and Western teachers and my personal healing journey that
contributed to the development of the Heart Wisdom Process.
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Chapter 10
Nature of the Healing
We are born with specific parents, family members, nationality,
culture, and the collective and social influences surrounding us.
Based on their experiences, beliefs, habits, behaviors, life
skills, and ways of living, we are conditioned to be who we
think we are. If we are born and raised into an environment
with more positive attributes and we have parents with good
beliefs, qualities, habits, life skills, etc., we are likely to be
conditioned in the subconscious to have positive and similar
responses.
If we are born and raised into a negative environment, our
subconscious is programmed with negativity and lessdesirable attributes. If the environment in which we grow up
has more love, patience, and compassion, our subconscious is
programmed to see the world from those perspectives. If the
environment is more competitive, violent, or abusive, our
subconscious

may

see

ourselves

as

unlovable

and

undeserving, and the world as threatening and unsafe, and it
will feel like there is a constant need to protect ourselves.
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Most humans have mixed a bag of positive and negative
programming

in

the

subconscious,

making

up

their

personalities which determines who they think they are and
how they react and respond to the world. That doesn’t mean
that people born into abusive and adverse environments can’t
overcome their challenges.
Some of my clients are very successful professionally. They
are physically attractive. Some own companies or are
executives earning high incomes. They have nice homes and
beautiful spouses but are constantly seeking happiness from
outside themselves. Although they have achieved a high
degree of financial success and have everything from a wealth
standpoint, they are still unhappy on the inside. They are highly
stressed and burned out from work, suffering in their
relationships, and holding onto resentments toward loved ones.
If their subconscious experiences are not resolved, these
successful individuals will often experience self- sabotage.
They often experience losing external accomplishment through
divorce, financial loss, and physical problems. If you track their
journey through life, they had suffering early on and then
decided to work harder. That produced wealth and much
material success. Even if they did not have early sufferings, but
if their ancestors did, their subconscious will contain the
negative energy of their ancestors' sufferings, and that then
must be released. However much they have achieved, the
source of suffering in the subconscious has not yet been
resolved. For example, the subconscious may still contain
experiences of not feeling loved, not being accepted by their
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father, or the fact that they grew up in a poor environment,
looked down upon by others for not having wealth. Other
examples include being unattractive at a young age and now
looking physically beautiful, but they still feel unhappy and see
themselves as ugly. Often times, if those subconscious
experiences are not resolved, then people will experience selfsabotage, and even though they may have achieved much
beforehand they can end up losing external accomplishments
through divorce, financial loss, and physical issues.

Exercise
1. List areas of life you are successful yet feeling stressed
and unhappy.
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________

2. Write down any growing up experiences that motivated you
to become successful.
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
35

3. Write down any programming or conditioning from parents,
ancestors, and others that have influenced you to be
successful.
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________

4. After reading the later chapters, apply the HWP to the
experiences

that

created

triggers.

Write

down

your

experiences.
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
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If you look at the above diagram, the environment creates
experiences of life, which become our stories. These “stories”
are then stored in our subconscious. The story of every past
experience is held in the subconscious mind and the energy
from each experience is held in the body. That’s why when
you tune into memory and observe yourself, you can feel
some kind of feeling connected to an experience even if it
already

happened.

When

you

go

through

your

life

experiences, you will have more and more stories and
energies connected to those stories. They start to build up in
the subconscious mind as unprocessed conditioning. The
conditioning or experiences, good or bad, will create further
thoughts and they will then form your perspectives, identities,
and personalities of who you think you are.
More deeply ingrained experiences from childhood will start
from your surface-level beliefs and judgments, which create
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your attitudes and behaviors. Your current life challenges/
issues are essentially the effect of the gestalt of all your life
experiences,

from

the

deepest

rooted

experiences,

personalities, and identities to your current beliefs, behaviors,
and attitudes.
The external environment will trigger unconscious responses.
It may be the news of violence, abuse, a co-worker or partner
getting angry, etc. Then the subconscious feelings of not
being loved or not feeling safe get re-experienced. What
happens in life is that most people are taught to cope instead
of processing these unconscious responses through the
heart. When they get processed through the heart, the energy
connected to the feelings of earlier life experiences can get
released. Then it is no longer held in the subconscious mind
as a story.
When the layers of stories are processed and released
through the heart, then usually clients will experience insights
about life. They will experience more love and be more
compassionate toward themselves and the people that hurt
them, and sometimes they will feel a greater sense of
oneness and connection with the universe. These are some
possible insights. When they gain these insights, repeated
experiences of suffering often cease because they have
learned the lessons of life.
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Part 2
Sources of Life Challenges
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Chapter 11
What Are the Sources of
Programming/Conditioning?

The subconscious mind gathers all experiences and holds
them in the body from birth to your current age. Good or bad
experiences located in the subconscious mind are also held in
the body.
1. The good and bad experiences of parents and multiple
generations of ancestors can be passed on to you and
held in the subconscious and in the body.
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2. Another group is the ethnicity and nationality that you
are a part of. There are some countries or ethnicities
that have suffered persecution throughout centuries.
These experiences are being passed on your
subconscious and can be held in the D.N.A. These are
conditions that ultimately make you who you think you
are.
3. The third group is your collective or the social groups
and social environment of which you are a part. By
being around a certain group, you start to adopt those
views, behaviors, and ways of being and responding.
4. The

last

group

experiences

from

is

other

other

lifetimes.

lifetimes

You

held

in

have
the

subconscious. If you have experiences of suffering, or
programming or teachings from other lifetimes, they
are also part of you and are held in the subconscious.
In hypnosis, they use a technique that is called a “past
life regression.” With this technique, you can regress,
go to other times and dimensions, and connect to the
experiences that caused you suffering and often
resolve them.
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